
 
P.O. Box 911, Camino, CA  95709 

Be the Best Bowl and NCGA Net Amateur Individual Qualifier  

This tournament will be in place of the Ball Toss. 

Members Only. 
     This tournament will be an Individual stroke format and will also serve as the Qualifier for NCGA 

Net Individual Qualifier Championship. The Best Net score will advance to the Sectional Qualifier  

September 10 or 13, 2024.    

     For the Be the Best Bowl tournament and qualifier, 100% of index and handicap is used for play 

and qualifying.  Also, you can play from your selected tees. 

 

    The winner of the Be the Best Bowl has the option to enter the qualifier or pass.  If the winner does 

choose not to attend the qualifier, the person with the next best net score will have the option.  

 

    At the Qualifier, the play will be from selected tees for that course and the Championship at Poppy 

Hills will also be from selected Tees with your handicap calculated from those tees.   

    Play for the Be the Best Bowl and the NCGA Net Amateur tournament at Apple Mnt. will be from 

the tees each player selects from the Combo (Blue/White), White, Jenkins (W/G), Gold or red tees. 

Players register as a single player.  
  

  

 If you qualify the green fees are covered at the sectionals and 
championship if a Player advances. 

(Cart fees for the qualifier will be paid by the Club)  

 

Entry Fee is $32.00 per person for Be the Best Bowl and Qualifier plus green fees.  

Sign-up by July 27, 2024 

 

Player 1:  ____________________ Email: ___________________________ Phone:  _____________   

   

Tees:   Combo_____ White______ Jenkins_______ Gold________ Red________    

 

 

      Sign up online at https://www.theclubatapplemountain.com/be-the-best-bowl.html 

 

For more information, contact: Bruce Nyhammer   Gohammer1@hotmail.com 

Or call the Apple Mountain Golf Shop at: 530-647-7400 ext. 221. 

NCGA Qualifier info 
   The NCGA Net Amateur Individual Championship has 18-hole sectional qualifying round which can 

be played at several courses to include Haggin Oaks September 13 and Paradise Valley on September 

10.  Approximately 140 players will advance to the 36-hole championship round at Poppy Hills GC on 

Monday & Tuesday, October 7 & 8.  Men and Women will use your full index to determine your full   

course handicap.   

Be the Best Bowl  
Tuesday, July 30, 2024 
9:00 AM First tee time 

 

Tournament Coordinator: Bruce Nyhammer 

 

https://www.theclubatapplemountain.com/be-the-best-bowl.html
mailto:asmfgsteve@yahoo.com

